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Preface/Abstract
The shown approach is described upon the composite-cycle already used in industry.
Material properties are in exemplary extracted out of data sheets of manufacturers.

The aim is that the approach for setting up the individual steps is comprehended to
facilitate the computation-engineer’s start with composite -optimization. This is done
via a simplified monocoque model inspired by a Formula-Student vehicle.
It is expressly indicated that because of design and measurements no comparison is
possible with an existing monocoque. The used model is to serve as the “vehicle” to
obtain the aim.
The tutorial was prepared with version 11.0 of the HyperWorks Suite. The preprocessing was executed with HyperMesh, the post-processing with HyperView and
as a solver OptiStruct was used. For the work on the tutorial knowledge of the named
programs are implied.
Brief description of the present model
It is a monocoque with bracket and front suspension components. The materials and
properties of the bracket and the front suspension were already applied. The
connection to the monocoque was also already carried out with RBE2-elements. The
monocoque itself was separated into two components. The main part, which shall be
optimized later, and the areas of the inserts, which later represent the nondesign
space. Likewise the in exemplary load cases to be calculated torsion M x and -Mx are
prepared.
For every section of the tutorial the appropriate hm/fem-files are available. If one
further computes with the initial model, due to different inputs (beginning in chapter
2.2: size-optimization) divergent results to the present document can appear.
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1. Preparing the model
When starting HyperMesh the User Profile OptiStruct or RADIOSS shall be loaded
and the Model 01_analysis_blank.hm shall be opened.
1.1 Checking and adapting the element normals
It may happen, that after meshing a component’s element normals point to different
directions. This check should be executed before every finite element analysis, but
with composites it is essentially required. Hence it is influenced, whether the laminate
is applied symmetrically or one-sided outwards or inwards from element level.
Here the computation-engineer decides to which direction the element normal has to
point.
 2D > composites > element normals

1
3

2

Fig 1: Element Normals
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1.2 Checking and adapting the material orientation
When setting up composite analyses the material orientation on the elements has to
be checked and where necessary to be adapted, to be able to effectively compute
the desired orientation of anisotropic materials.
So in the present model the material orientation along the side-, upper- and undersurface of the monocoque was aligned with the global x-axis, along the front- and
rear-surface it was aligned with the global z-axis.
 2D > composites > material orientation

1

2

Fig. 02: Display the material orientation without adaption (before)
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Fig. 03: Possible adaption of the front-surface (afterwards)
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1.3 Building a laminate with PCOMPP-property
In this tutorial the mesh shall be endued with the composite property PCOMPP (plybased) to use the new display capabilities of HyperMesh 11.0. Furthermore after the
first step of the composite-cycle, the freesize, automatically the PCOMPP-property is
used, regardless how the laminate was defined before.
With the creation of a laminate with PCOMPP-property it has to be noted that this
property possesses no more the extent like for example the PCOMP/PCOMPGproperty. In this property the laminate information like thickness and orientation of the
plies are no more deposited. It is rather refered to a laminate-/stack-information, in
which these information are available. The PCOMPP-Property primarily manages the
failure criterion and the information, if the laminate is applied symmetrically or onesided from element level. A description of the different approaches of composite
properties can be found within the HyperWorks-help.
An appropriate and effective order for creating a laminate with PCOMPP-property is
consecutively described.
Step 1: Creation of material components
Hint:
The more information a computation-engineer obtains of a data sheet etc. and
applies them into the material card, the more information can be gained during postprocessing.
 CFK

Fig. 04: MAT8-card CFK

 Core material (here: Rohacell)

Fig. 05: MAT1-card Rohacell
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permitted
stresses
tensile/
compressive/
shear

 Insert core material (here: aluminium)

Fig. 06: MAT1-card aluminium

Step 2: Creation of plies
For the later design space the following plies shall be created:
material
CFK
CFK
CFK
CFK
Rohacell

orientation
0°
45°
-45°
90°
180°

thickness
0,2 mm
0,2 mm
0,2 mm
0,2 mm
15,0 mm

Chart 01: Ply creation design space

For the later nondesign space (inserts) the following plies shall be created:
material
CFK
CFK
CFK
CFK
Aluminium

orientation
0°
45°
-45°
90°
180°

thickness
0,2 mm
0,2 mm
0,2 mm
0,2 mm
15,0 mm

Chart 02: Ply creation nondesign space
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Fig. 07: Ply creation

For the core material it is recommended to assign the concerned plies an orientation
differently from the cover material (for example 180° instead of the orientation 0°).
This is required for the further optimization process to be able to concretely define
manufacturing constraints. Furthermore results by orientation can be displayed
during post-processing.
With Create a ply-set and automatically a corresponding element-set is generated.

Fig. 08: Ply-sets; element-sets
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Step 3: Laminate creation
These laminates shall be generated as consecutively described.
Laminate of the design space (without inserts)

Fig. 09: Laminate design space

Laminate of the nondesign space (inserts)

Fig. 10: Laminate nondesign space
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Fig. 11: Laminate creation

Hint:
Here the Lamnate option: Symmetric shall be used. What is behind the other
options one can find within HyperWorks-help in the STACK-entry.
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Step 4: PCOMPP-property creation and assigning of elements
For each the design space and the nondesign space a property shall be created and
the respective elements shall be assigned using the component collectors.

1

2

3

Fig. 12: Property creation
1
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Fig. 13: Property assignation
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Step 5: Checking, if the laminate is created as desired

3D-elementrepresentation

Layers not
displayed

Fig. 14: 3D-element-representation without layers

Display
composite
layers
Fig. 15: 3D-element-representation with layers
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Step 6: Analysis calculation with the established laminate

Fig. 16: Analysis results

The set up analysis calculation is the 02_analysis_complete.hm-file.
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2. Composite-optimization-cycle
The cycle shall be executed with regard to the already given loadsteps torsion M x and
-Mx. Other loadsteps are not considered due to representing a training example.
Hint:
With a really to be optimized component, however, all relevant loadsteps have to be
implicated to the optimization, because otherwise the component will fail most likely
in later application at a not considered loadstep. [1]

2.1 Freesize-optimization setup
The freesize-optimization shall provide the information of load paths within the
component for the computation-engineer as well as especially for composites it shall
deliver a proposal which purported orientations of fiber material is preferred applied
to certain areas of the component.
In this step it is well possible that the computation-engineer applies later
manufacturable orientations (for example in 15°-steps) to the optimization, to obtain a
still higher performance in terms of lightweight design.
This tutorial limits itself to the cover-orientations 0°, 90°, ±45°.

2.1.1 Preparatory action
Step 1: Ply editing to define „superplies“
Hence OptiStruct only can subtract material and cannot thicken it, the first step of
setting up a composite freesize-optimization is the creation of so-called superplies,
thus overthick layers.
Care must be taken that the thickness ratio of cover-ply to core-ply is furthermore
preserved, because otherwise the optimizer doesn't realize the performance of the
core-material (preserving the distance between outer fiber and neutral axis).
For the design space the existing plies shall be edited as follows:
material
CFK
CFK
CFK
CFK
Rohacell

orientation
0°
45°
-45°
90°
180°

thickness
2,0 mm
2,0 mm
2,0 mm
2,0 mm
15,0 mm

Chart 03: Ply editing design space

The nondesign space of the inserts stays unchanged.
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Right mouse click (RM) onto the ply, which has to be edited > Edit
(respectively onto multiple plies, which shall receive the same initial thickness for the
optimization)
Single ply editing

Multiple ply editing
1

2

3

4

Fig. 17: Ply editing
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Step 2: Defining the freesize design variable
For the freesize -optimization initially a design variable is created.
 Analysis > optimization > free size > create
 laminates > select laminate of design space

1

2

3

Fig. 18: Freesize design variable creation

To avoid very filigree optimization results the minimum member size control is
activated in panel parameters with the value 30 mm. This induces the optimizer to
leave at least three rows of elements (with the present element's edge length of the
value 10 mm in this tutorial) along the load paths.
With every further definition of design variables, as soon as they are created, it is
recommended to initially select them with review and to afterwards enter the
parameters.
1
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Fig. 19: Freesize design variable parameters

In panel composites the laminate minimum thickness, maximum thickness as well
as with edit a balancing of the ±45°-orientations (for a left-/right-symmetry) shall be
defined.
1
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Fig. 20: Freesize design variable composites

After editing all the specifications the design variable for the laminate of the design
space looks as follows.
6

Fig. 21: Freesize design variable edit balance
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Step 3: Defining responses for the optimization
In the case of this tutorial next the responses "mass" and "weighted compliance"
shall be defined.
 Analysis > optimization > responses
Response "mass"

1
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3

Fig. 22: Response creation mass

Response "weighted compliance"
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Fig. 23: Response creation WCOMP

Hint:
It has to be considered that the same weight at different single compliances (for
example torsion and bending) does not lead to a uniformly distributed weighted
compliance. Rather the products (weight factor ∙ single compliance) have to be
compared to each other.
Example:
Loadstep a) creates a compliance of 1000 mm/N.
Loadstep b) creates a compliance of 10 mm/N.
One gains these results out of the analytical calculation.
The total compliance, which one wants to use as a response, shall create a value of
2000 mm/N via the weight, for which it is defined that both loadsteps shall contract
each with 50%.
∑ WCOMP = x ∙ COMP(a) + y ∙ COMP(b)
2000 mm/N = 1 ∙ 1000 mm/N + 100 ∙ 10 mm/N
In case of this tutorial both torsion loadsteps have the same single compliance why
these can contract each with the weight factor 1 into WCOMP.
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Step 4: Defining a response as constraint
One of the responses, in case of the tutorial the total mass, shall be defined as
design constraint (dconstraint) with the design upper bound 50 kg.
 Analysis > optimization > dconstraints

1
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Fig. 24: Dconstraint definition mass

As preparation in the analysis model the total mass were weighed with 66,74 kg
(Tool > mass calc). The total mass obtains the monocoque including the insert
areas as well as the front suspension and the bracket.

Step 5: Defining a response as optimization objective
The response WCOMP shall be defined as an optimization objective to minimize.
 Analysis > optimization > objective

1
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3

Fig. 25: Objective definition WCOMP

Step 6: Adapting the opti controls
It is appropriate to execute a few settings in the opti controls and to adapt them if
necessary after a few optimization-runs.
 Analysis > optimization > opti control

Fig. 26: Opti controls freesize

With DESMAX the maximum number of iterations is increased to 80. Also with
OBJTOL a finer termination criterion shall be used. The initial step size DELTOP
(effective for freesize- and topology-optimizations) here is set to the default value of
0,5.
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Step 7: Defining the control cards
In control cards section the OUTPUT-card with the keyword FSTOSZ (freesize to
size) shall be defined to ensure the transition of design-information to the sizeoptimization.
 Analysis > control cards

Fig. 27: Control card OUTPUT – FSTOSZ entry

At last the file shall be saved and/or exported.
2.1.2 Optimization calculation freesizing
The completely set up freesize-analysis is the 03_freesize.hm-file (comparison).
Step 1: Check-run and optimization-run
To identify possible errors it is recommended to execute a check-run before the
actual optimization run.
 Analysis > OptiStruct > run options > check

Fig. 28: Freesize check-run

Fig. 29: Freesize check-run Out-file-results
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If the check-run works without errors the optimization-run can be started.
 Analysis > OptiStruct > run options > optimization

Fig. 30: Freesize optimization-run

Step 2: Controlling the result files
Controlling the Out-files or watching the HyperWorks Solver View (same information
because control card SCREEN is activated).

1

2

3

4

Fig. 31: Freesize optimization-run Out-file-results

Information, which can be extracted:
1. Mass-constraint 50 kg is kept,
2. Compliance of both loadsteps is optimized to the same value,
3. Laminate thickness (under and upper bound) is kept,
4. Optimization has converged and observed a feasible design.
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Step 3: Checking the element thicknesses as well as the orientation-/ply-thicknesses in HyperView within Modelname_des.h3d-file

Fig. 32: Freesize-optimization-run element thickness results
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Fig. 33: Freesize-optimization-run orientation thickness results
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2.2 Size-optimization setup
The second phase of the optimization-cycle tracks two goals. On the one hand
manufacturing constraints shall be considered, on the other hand in this phase the
optimizer shall aim at discrete, manufacturable ply thicknesses.

2.2.1 Preparatory actions
The result of the previous freesize-optimization depends on pretended structure and
loadstep a very inhomogeneous laminate. Actually it would be already
manufacturable, but only with very high effort and on the premise that the material to
be handled can be produced in all possible thicknesses.
To be able to produce the component economically, a few editing steps are required
during the size-optimization.
Step 1: Importing the Modelname_sizingXX.fem-input deck
 File > Import > Solver Deck
Alternatively the pretended file 04_freesize_sizing.18.fem can be imported.
Observing the model tree shows that some sections changed or were added
automatically.
Thus to the transcribed freesize design variable now for all plies own size design
variables were created. It is recommended to rename the design variable coming out
of the freesize-optimization (ID 1) for example to desvar_size.

Fig. 34: Design variable size import
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As a further section one now finds the relationships between the design variables
and the appropriate properties within the DVPREL1-entries.

Fig. 35: Design variable property relationship size

For the design space also the plies with appropriate element-sets were created.

design space

nondesign space

Fig. 36: Ply-set size import

The numbering of ID's has the following meaning:
Example:
Ply 12300
1
– First design variable defined in freesize
2
– Second ply (orientation) in previously defined laminate
300 – Third shape of the ply-bundle (following figure)
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The thickness information of the single orientations was transferred as follows by the FSTOSZ information as ply-shapes for the
following size-optimization, which is shown consecutively with the example of the 0°-orientation.
The number of the created shapes of 4 is the default value, which can be edited manually within freesize input deck (for example
OUTPUT,FSTOSZ,YES,8).

Displaying the ply-shapes

Traditional and
3D element
representation

Display
composite
layers

Fig. 37: Element thickness freesize result (0°)

ply-shape 1
ID 11100

ply-shape 2
ID 11200

ply-shape 3
ID 11300

Fig. 38: Ply-shape import FSTOSZ
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ply-shape 4
ID 11400

Step 2: Editing the ply-shapes for later manufacturability
At first all the other components should be hidden. Editing the plies happens
individually, that means that for every orientation the shapes 2 till 4 are edited
because shape 1 includes all previous elements.
Exemplified shown for ply 11200:
RM PLYS_11200 > isolate

(

recommended)

RM PLYS_11200 > edit > 2x Click Element

2
1
5

Fig. 39: Editing ply-shapes Part 1

Now either with RM-click existing elements of the set can be removed or with LMclick on the 2D-represented elements they can be added.
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3 = editing

4
Fig. 40: Editing ply-shapes Part 2

Hint:
1. Attention when stretching a selection frame because every element laying
behind then is selected or deselected.
2. When the laminate is defined with option Symmetric, like in this tutorial, then
this symmetry is displayed here. If elements shall be deselected, one only will
have to choose the element on one side and the symmetrically displayed
element is also deselected.
3. If the element color mode "By Mat" was selected, if necessary the color of
the materials CFK and Rohacell would have to be changed to realize the
difference to the elements laying behind.
After finishing the shape-editing: proceed > Update

Fig. 41: Edited ply-shape (ID 11200)
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Because this step is very time consuming the shape-editing can for exercise reasons
be executed in the own Modelname_sizingXX.fem-input deck.
Afterwards the tutorial continues with the file to load 05_size_konti_blank.hm.
Hint:
This file already contains the edited shapes. To support the optimizer concerning the
realization of the Rohacell performance (as distance piece to the neutral fiber),
furthermore the laminate of the design space was rearranged as follows.

Before (Modelname_sizingXX.fem)

After (05_size_konti_blank.hm)

Fig. 42: Comparison of laminates
Modelname_sizingXX.fem – 05_size_konti_blank.hm
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Step 3: Editing the automatically created design variables
In this tutorial the transfered design variable for the STACK, which was created for
freesize, shall not be changed.
With other optimization the computation-engineer can decide, beginning with this
section of the composite-cycle, to integrate manufacturing constraints, which have
not been considered in the first step.
 Analysis > optimization > composite size > update/parameters
The newly created design variables for all plies should be edited as preparation for
the discrete optimization step by changing the design upper bounds to each with a
later manufacturable value.
 Analysis > optimization > size

2

1

3

Fig. 43: Editing size design variables

Shown using the example of the design variable autoply with ID 11100.
The aim is that the CFK-plies later shall be manufactured with 0,1 mm thickness and
the Rohacell-plies with 1 mm thickness.
To not only give the optimizer the two values 0 and 0,1, as upper bound should be
given a third value with the next thickness 0,2 mm.
Hint:
With this step it is recommended to expand the section of the design variables within
the model tree.
This step now has to be executed for all size design variables.
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Step 4: Adding further optimization-responses
At every point of time during the optimization-cycle the responses can be changed or
further responses can be added. Exemplarily now in the sizing step the element
stresses shall be added as responses.
For all elements of the design component the response major principal stress with
the option both surfaces shall be created.
 Analysis > optimization > responses
1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 44: Response creation static stress

Step 5: Defining the new response as constraint
The stress-response now shall be defined as design constraint with subsequent
upper and lower bounds. Both loadsteps shall be chosen therefore.
 Analysis > optimization > dconstraint
1

2

Fig. 45: Dconstraint definition static stress
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2.2.2 Optimization calculation continuous sizing
After saving the file and executing a check-run the optimization-run can be started.
The completely set up continuous size-analysis is the 06_size_konti_complete.hmfile (comparison).
It is recommended firstly to start an analysis without discrete manufacturable
thicknesses, because the modifications of the ply-shapes and additional becoming
discrete possibly leads to a negative influence of the convergence.
Checking the Out-file or the HyperWorks SolverView shows that the design
constraints “mass” and “stress” were kept.
The compliance deteriorated compared to the freesize results because of the
simplification of the ply-shapes.

Fig. 46: Continuous size -optimization-run Out-file results
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2.2.3 Optimization calculation discrete sizing
Step 1: Importing the design variable information to the hm-file
The design variables (within results folder of the continuous sizing contained file
Modelname.desvar) shall be imported to the already opened file of the successfully
calculated continuous size-optimization.

Fig. 47: Import continuous size Modelname.desvar-file

Hint:
Probably the CARD OMIT with-imported has to be deleted because otherwise an
error of the calculation-run will be caused.
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Step 2: Specifying the manufacturable ply thickness information
Within model tree > Ply > mark all CFK-plies (ID 11100 to 14400) > RM > CardEdit

Fig. 48: Editing plies for manufacturable thickness

Then the TMANUF-entry shall be set to the later manufacturable thickness (per ply)
of 0,1.
1

2

Fig. 49: Editing plies TMANUF

This step shall be repeated for the 4 Rohacell-plies with a TMANUF of 1,0.
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Step 3: Adapting the control card
At this point of time the still existing OUTPUT-card entry FSTOSZ shall be set to the
output SZTOSH. It is recommended at the latest at this point to export the design
information for every iteration, what is defined with the additional OUTPUTinformation DESIGN and ALL.
Hint:
The OUTPUT-entries FSTOSZ as well as SZTOSH are only used to transcribe
information of one kind of optimization to another. If the entry FSTOSZ for the sizing
for example is not deleted or removed, it will not affect the calculation.

Fig. 50: Control card definition SZTOSH, DESIGN

Step 4: Checking the opti controls

Fig. 51: Opti controls size

Step 5: Starting the discrete optimization-run
After saving and executing the check-run the optimization-run can be started.
The completely set up discrete size-analysis is the 07_size_discrete.hm-file
(comparison).
Hint:
The optimization begins from a point at which the coninuous sizing had an optimum.
That means there can already be an optimum result during the first iterations and not
only the last iterations should be spectated.
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Checking the Out-file as well as the Hgdata-file with HyperGraph shows, that iteration
1 satisfied all constraints and is all in all the best iteration.

Fig. 52: Discrete size -optimization-run Out-file-results

Best result in iteration 1

Fig. 53: Discrete size -optimization-run HyperGraph-results
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Step 6: Adapting the input-deck for SZTOSH-export
To be able to export the information of every sizing-iteration (in this case iteration 1)
for the following shuffling, one manually has to adapt the input-deck because of not
being supported in HyperMesh-GUI so far.
The at last started 07_size_discrete.fem-input-deck shall be opened within an editor
and afterwards the information YES behind SZTOSH shall be written to ALL (without
space).
Then the adapted input-deck shall be saved (into a new folder).

before adapting

after adapting

Fig. 54: Discrete size input-deck SZTOSH definition

After saving, the input-deck has to be started outside of HyperMesh, because
otherwise the manually adapted information is overwritten again.
Therefore the OptiStruct-GUI is used.

Fig. 55: OptiStruct 11.0 GUI discrete size-run

The discrete size-analysis with adapted input-deck is the 08_size_discrete_2.femfile (comparison).
After the calculation-run within the working folder Modelname_shuffling.XX.femfiles are exported for all iterations.
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Fig. 56: Discrete size element thickness results

Fig. 57: Shuffle import Modelname_shuffling.1.fem
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2.3 Shuffle-optimization setup
2.3.1 Preparatory actions
Step 1: Importing the Modelname_shuffling.XX.fem-input-deck
The one for the computation-engineer interesting Modelname_shuffling.XX.feminput-deck now can be imported in HyperMesh and be prepared for the last
optimization-step.
 File > Import > Solver Deck
Alternatively
imported.

the

pretended

09_size_discrete_2_shuffling.1.fem-file

can

be

Observating the model tree shows that some sections changed or were added
automatically. Now it can be recognized that the folder of the design variables
contains two entries.
Hint:
With the automatic transfer with SZTOSH into the first design variable (name was
adopted) the shuffling design variable of the design space laminate and the shuffling
design variable of the nondesign space laminate (so the insert-laminate) was
transferred into the second design variable (DSHUFFLE2) now.
For this tutorial it is recommended to delete the second design variable and to
rename the first one. The nondesign space of the inserts as before shall not be
optimized.

Fig. 58: Shuffle design variable editing

After the SZTOSH-transfer a further distinctive feature is the renaming of some plies.
If one observes the nondesign-laminate, then one will recognize that new names
were inserted, instead of that the previous names are now placed within the designlaminate. This can manually be changed with Rename of the ply-names.
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Fig. 59: Shuffle ply-name renaming
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Step 2: Editing the design variables
In the shuffling-step to the optimizer further manufacturing constraints shall be
purported before calculating the optimum stacking sequence.
 Analysis > optimization > composite shuffle > parameters
Exemplarily a pairing of the 45° and the -45° orientations shall be carried out with the
presetting same.
1

3

5

2

4

Fig. 60: Shuffle design variable parameter editing part 1

After clicking update now within the area edit further settings shall be executed.

Fig. 61: Shuffle design variable parameter editing part 2

With MAXSUCC for the orientations 0°, 90°, 45° and -45° it is defined that maximum
two of these plies are allowed to follow on each other.
With CORE it is defined that all plies having the orientation 60° represent the later
core.
Hint:
Because of display-reasons for the post-processing all Rohacell-plies should get the
orientation 60° (within model tree RM on Rohacell-plies > edit > Orientation 60).
The presentation in Modelname.shuf-file after the optimization-run is only possible
from 0° to 90° so far.
With COVER it is defined that the cover layer shall get 45° and -45° orientations.
 return > update
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2.3.2 Optimization calculation shuffling
After saving and executing a check-run the shuffling-optimization-run can be started.
The completely set up shuffle-analysis is the 10_shuffling.hm -file (comparison).
After checking the Out-file the stacking sequence can be observed within
Modelname.shuf-file.
One can recognize that beginning with iteration 3 all pretended shuffling
manufacturing constraints are kept. Because of the symmetry settings only one half
of the later laminate is displayed.

Fig. 62: Shuffle-optimization results
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3. Result-overview composite-optimization-cycle

Fig. 63: Overview optimization results
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